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arrangements between their own. (C) 2017 Standard Cognition. Each BIOS update causes a re-validation of the BIOS information. E-mail: verry.jose@gmail.com. I seem to remember that there's a boot option that says something about UEFI mode, but
I'm not sure if that. Z87-e3500-lga-dmi-radeon_h89-genuineintel. System : Windows 7 Professional 64-bit (Service Pack 1). Dos Year : 1993. Loader Version : 6.00.9
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Which is the genuinest about it? Edit - Even after the above change (instead of i1000_4_5. which should be burned to any sort of hardware - Whether SATA, p4, p4p800, it will not work ) - there is no change of TSC. This leads me to believe that the BIOS,
is actually (whether thru a custom configuration on the OS, which is not very viable on my machine) is somehow slowing it down, and this is in-part what makes me believe that this is something with a hardware related issue. Any help on this would be

great! Edit : I have a feeling this might be the culprit! Edit 2 : The above edit did change my TSC upon boot (now it shows the above values) and it looked like it was working fine. Then I plugged in a USB HDD in the USB drive port (as I have 2 drives
connected now in that particular port) - and TSC stops working again with the following error - in the log for now! : Ildmdsm: Interrupt recieved from interrupt handler. Avoid this interrupt.. Old driver reported 'C0,C0,C0' or 'C0,C0,C0'. Took a test shot of
the TSC showing the correct value upon boot - and if I boot without USB HDD (I assume that that is causing the TSC to reset) - TSC continues to show the correct values. This shows it has nothing to do with the USB driver. If anyone has any idea what
this might be, it would be greatly appreciated! A: There is no BIOS setting that can cause the TSC to get stuck at 100 MHz. That's the problem. I'm not sure if the USB drivers have anything to do with it, so I would rule that out. If you want to be sure

there are no firmware chips on the motherboard that cause your problem, you can use a special utility to write 0x33 to the firmware address. Doing this will cause the TSC to start running at 100 MHz. You can then compare the counter value in
/proc/cpuinfo to that value to see if it matches. If the TSC is stuck somewhere in the BIOS and the firmware is in good condition, there will be a message you can read in the TSC and these messages have to do with errors the TSC detects. None of the

BIOS messages can cause the
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